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Week 3 Term 2

Welcome to Week 3 of Term 2. After last week it will be good to get back to a bit of routine and structure!
The completion of our introductory training in the new school management structures
was very interesting on Monday. Anne and Leanne will shoulder the bulk of the load so
please be mindful of this when you use the office throughout this term. Anne has done an
incredible job preparing our school systems for the changeover, but there is still much to
be done. The changes are quite significant, but I am sure that we are well set to make
them with minimal impact on the school thanks to Anne’s forward planning and preparation.
Our PSSA Touch Footballers popped over to Toormina on Monday for the MNC trials. All
of our students played extremely well. Congratulations to Mitchell, Jaiye, Tarran, Daniel
and Lacey on their selection in the MNC side. A special mention also to Izzy who is 1 st
shadow reserve. Well done to all involved!
Our PSSA Netball girls went down to Nambucca Primary on Wednesday. It was a close
game right up until the last quarter. Congratulations must go to the girls, Vanessa and
Cass who really did Frank Partridge VC proud, both with their efforts on the court and
their sportsmanship off the court. A huge thank you also to the parents and family who
came over to support the girls.
30 students travelled to Coffs Harbour on Thursday to compete in the NRL 7’s Gala Day.
Both the Stage 2 and Stage 3 boys tackle teams went through the day undefeated. The
girls had their best result ever with 2 wins and 2 losses. All of the players can take great
pride in their efforts on the day. Our teams are built on respect and hard work, respect
for yourself, respect for one another, respect for your opposition and respect for the
game. I was extremely proud to see everyone who wore a Frank Partridge VC jumper
demonstrate this throughout the day. Well done to all involved. Our coaches on the day
were Mr Freebairn, Mrs Zucker, Mr Heward and Mrs Leahy. A big thank you to them as
well for all of their lunchtime and recess trainings, which are on top of their regular playground duties.
On Friday our Cross Country Rep Team travelled over to Bowraville for the District Cross
Country. Team selection hinges not only on your skill and fitness, but also your willingness
to never give up during this very difficult event. All of our runners did just that and as a
result we have 5 students selected to compete at the MNC level. Congratulations to
Cameron Simon-Wilson, Mitchel Summers-Whalley, Corey Cross, Charli Daddow and
Jaynarleeya Munro. Thanks also to Mrs Smith and Mr Heward for all of their organising
and help on the day.
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As promised, this week is looking far more routine. NAPLAN will be our focus this week as we prepare our
Year 3 and Year 5 students for the rigours of this assessment. Our focus is strongly on giving our students
the best possible chance to show just how clever they are. The results are not an indication of intelligence, they are used primarily by our school to identify areas of weakness in our teaching and learning
programs. Some students score far higher than expected due to the multiple choice nature of many of the
assessments and others score much lower than expected due to the unfamiliar testing process and also
the stress they feel sitting down for a one off assessment task of this size. In the end, it is your child’s
teacher who is best placed to know just what they can do in any subject area and what the next sequential step in their learning should be. Our school averages have been steadily improving over the past 3
years and our rates of growth from Year 3 to Year 5 are far beyond state averages, so we are a little excited to be taking on this challenge this week.
If your child is in Year 3 or Year 5 it is extremely important that they get to school on each of these testing
days, even if it is only for the morning testing sessions.
Our School Plan and Annual School Report have been published on our Website. They are a result of the
many conversations that I have with families, staff and students as well as the collation of data from a variety of assessment sources. Please feel free to jump on the website and have a look, or alternatively, pop
into the office for a hard copy.
With peer support up and running our Stage 3 students are now going to embark on a Student Leaders
Anti Bullying Package. This is just another way we can support our bully free school through peer relations
and skill building. As always, should your child ever report feeling uncomfortable or nervous at school,
please give myself or their teacher a ring. We pride ourselves on following up each and every incident and
it is only with your help that we can make sure our kids have an educational, enjoyable and fun-filled day.
Have a great week. Todd.
Stage 3 Excursion
Deposits for our Stage 3 Excursion to Sydney are now due! Don’t forget you can make your payments
online using your Visa or Mastercard. Please use the reference SYDSTG3. Instructions for the Parent
Online Payments are in the attached leaflet.
Class Merit Awards
KE: Sam Dickson, Charlotte Jones, KS: Sophie Kirwan, Trey Walker, 2/1D: Riley Mantle-Bowden,
Zarah Wilson, 2/1F: Lily Cox, Earl Wilson, 2/1Z: Amanda Crawford, Deakin Roberts, 4/3S: Fiona Holloway, Bella-Jeane Hoffman-Coward, 4/3D: Kenny Buchanan Close, 6/5N: Tyron Fernandez, Jesse Cohen, 6/5W: Lacey Wilesmith, Angela Brown, Bertahlee Greenup-Gray, 6/5L: Malachai
Jarrett, Shayla Colb, Amanda Voutier, SCB: Blake Mezzino, Tyler Boswell, SCC: Cohen Wilson,
Mrs Coulter: Zarah Wilson, Shenae Breust.
Class Of the Week
2/1F
Congratulations
Assembly Lead by Amanda Voutier and Holly Blanch.
Welcome to Country by Malachai Jarrett, Angus Holloway and Krista Craig.
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Chilli Chicken
Burger

$4.50

Hot
Ham & Cheese
Roll
$4.00

Spaghetti Bolognaise
Topped with Cheese
$4.50 small
$6.50 large

6 Chicken Nuggets
Sauce
Nippys Milk
$5.50

COMMUNITY NEWS

This is a paid advertisement.

Nambucca High School Rotary Fiji Schools Project 2017
Many children all around the world lack the basic resources and access to education that we take for granted. Rotary aims to
close the gap and improve education in Fijian Schools.
In 2016 the project travelled to Lautoka to volunteer at Drasa Public School, taking boxes of educational resources. This trip
showed just how poor the educational conditions of children in Fijian schools are. From the volunteer work and all the resources taken in 2016 this school no longer needs the support from Rotary.
This year the project is even more passionate to raise the conditions and standards of even more disadvantaged schools,
moving them out of poverty. In September, we will be travelling to Fiji to volunteer during our school holidays. We hope to
collect as much educational resources as we can to help improve the lives of these children. You don’t realise the impact and
difference a packet of coloured pencils can make on a child’s life.
We are asking the Nambucca community to assist us in reaching our goals for our 2017 project. We hope that each family
can contribute one item of stationary or educational resource (this includes anything from a pen to a footy or frisbee). Look
out for the stationary collection boxes in your school front office.
If you would like to know more about our 2017 project or to help in anyway way don’t hesitate to contact us,
Ellie Dennis

Molly Langley

Fire Station Open Day
All kids are invited to the Fire Station Open Day on Saturday 20th May. There will be a sausage sizzle
as well as fire demonstrations. Head on down to 5 Ken Howard Crescent Nambuuca Heads!

